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Introduction
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Annotation with SACR

● Script d’Annotation des Chaînes de 
Référence

● Coreference Chain Annotation Script
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Annotation process

● Preparing:
– what to annotate (annotation guidelines)
– how to annotate (annotation scheme)

● Marking the text
● Exploiting:

– visualizing annotations in the text
– using statistics and graphs
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Types of annotations

● SACR can be used to:
– group several segments of text together,
– annotate properties for each segment

● For example:
– semantic types of verbs
– argument structures
– types of adverbials
– etc.
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Coreference

● Referring expression (or mention):

an expression that refers to an entity of the extra-
linguistic world

● Coreference chain:

all the referring expressions that refer to the same entity
● Examples:

[The cat] is walking.  [It] is happy.

[The computer] is not working properly:  [it] is 
overheating.  [This machine] should be replaced.
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Marking coreference chains

● Segments:

finding referring expressions
● Groups:

building chains
● Properties:

characteristics of referring expressions:
● part of speech of the syntactic head
● grammatical function
● gender, number
● modifiers
● semantic information
● etc.
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Segments: referring expressions
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Groups: coreference chains
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Properties of each referring expression
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Exploiting annotations

● Concordance:
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Exploiting annotations

● Statistics:
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Studying coreference

● Study how entities are expressed in the text:
– main characters vs secondary characters
– types of referents (people vs animal vs objects vs 

abstract concepts)
– evolution of null anaphora from Old French to Modern 

French
– relations between coreference chains and textual 

structure (sections of texts, paragraphs...)
– etc.
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Using SACR

to make coreference chain annotations
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Guidelines

● What is a “referring expression”?
– physical entities vs abstract entities?
– adverbials, subject complements, etc.?

● What are the limits of a referring 
expression?

● What is a coreference relation?
– “climate change” vs “global warming”
– “water of Paris” vs “water of London”
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Guidelines

● Different annotation campaigns, different 
choices

● Most often:
– noun, pronoun and possessive determiner
– the whole noun phrase, including all the modifiers
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Annotation scheme

● List of properties to be annotated for each 
expression:
– morphology
– syntax
– semantics
– etc.

● For today:
– part of speech of the syntactic head
– grammatical function
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Beginning with SACR

● go to boberle.com/projects/sacr
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Import text

● How:
– copy and paste a text in the text area

● e.g. from Wikipedia

– import a text from a file
– use one of the sample texts (for training)

● Format:
– a white line between each paragraph
– you may add directives:

● #textid: name of text
● #textmedata:property=value (e.g. the genre or the topic of a text, in order to 

compare different genres of texts; or the author, if the corpus contains several 
texts by different authors and you want compare them by authors; etc.)
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Import a scheme

● How:
– copy and past to the text area
– import a text from a file
– use one of the sample schemes (for training)

● Best practice:
– define the scheme in advance
– save it into a file
– load the same scheme file for all the texts of the corpus
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Format of the scheme

PROP:name=name_of_property

$$$    # for an “empty value”

a name                                         # value 1

d noun with definite article         # value 2

i noun with indefinite article       # value 3

…

different properties are separated by a white line
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Format of the scheme

● other possible parameters
– showname=true|false
– type=text|head
– newline=true|false
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Format of the scheme

● example:
– PROP:name=partofspeech,showname=true,newline=true

$$$

noun

pronoun

PROP:name=remark,type=text,showname=true,newline=true
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For today...

● Choose:
– the “Peasant” by Aesop, without predefined 

annotations
– the sample scheme for English
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Step 1: marking referring expressions

● To mark an expression:
– if one word: double-click on that word
– if two words or more: click on the first and last 

word
● To remove an expression:

– select an expression
– use the “delete” key or “backspace”
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Step 1: marking referring expressions

● Nested expressions:

● A selected expression:

● A non-selected expression:
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At the end of step 1...
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Step 2: Building chains

● drag an expression and drop it on another 
one

● a coreference relation is made:
– the color changes
– the name of the chain changes
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Step 2: building chains

● Change the color with “c”
● Change the name with “m”

– select an expression with a meaningful content
– press “m”
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Step 2: building chains

● More commands:
– “n” to rename (current name provided by default)
– “shift” to detach an expression from its chain and 

make it a singleton
– drag and drop a whole chain on another one to 

merge the chains
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Saving the annotations

● Press “w” (write) to save the annotations
– Firefox will offer you to open or download the file
– a name with a timestamp is proposed

– each time you press “w”, the timestamp is updated, so 
you can save different stages of the annotation process
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Saving the scheme

● SACR saves the text together with the 
annotations in one file

● The scheme is saved separately, so it can be 
used for different texts
– save it by pressing the “x” key
– but it is usually defined and saved before annotation 

begins so you don’t have to save when annotating a text
● To show the scheme in a dialog box, press the 

“X” key
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Getting help

● Press “h” to show all the available 
command:
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The popup

● Press “p”
● Drag and drop from the

popup to the main
widow and vice versa

● Collapse and expand
with “E” and “e”
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The popup

● Enabling popup on Firefox:
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At the end of step 2...
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Step 3: Feature annotation

● Select an expression
● Fill out the boxes at the bottom of the 

screen
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Step 3: Feature annotation

● To go faster:
– in “edit mode”, select “auto-edit”
– select the first expression of the text
– each time you set a value for a feature, the script 

will automatically go to the next expression
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Exploiting annotations
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Exploiting annotations

● Four ways:
– a quick look with SACR
– CRViewer: a easy-to-use tool for coreference 

exploration
– exporting tables to use in a spreadsheet program 

or a specialized statistic program
– using an online interface
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A quick look at annotations with SACR

● The “search” function in SACR:
– press “s” and enter a value
– all matching expressions will show up in the text
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CRViewer
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CRViewer

● For this activity, download all the pre-
annotated sample texts from SACR (or 
boberle.com/projects/sacr/preannotated_texts.zip)

● Go to to boberle.com/projects/crviewer 
and download the “zip” file

● Decompress it and run the “jar” file
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CRViewer: interface

● Select options:
– minimum chain size
– filter

● by text id
● by chain name
● features
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CRViewer: interface

● Display option:
– type of display

● concordancer
● table
● graph

– property/statistic
to show

– context width for
concordancer
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CRViewer: Concordancer

● Choose concordancer and click on 
“Update!”
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CRViewer: Concordancer

● Filter:
– choose the referent “Caesar”
– select the part of speech “a name”
– note: property values are regular expressions
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CRViewer: Filtering

● Filter by chain size:
– how many mentions (at least) must a chain have?
– enter 1 to get all chains, including singletons
– enter 2 to get chains with 2 or more mentions
– enter 3 to get chains with 3 or more mentions
– etc.
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CRViewer: Filtering

● Filter by chain name:
– use the box with a regular expression

● you can select several chains with “|”

● or enter any regular expression

– or select one chain in the drop down list
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CRViewer: Filtering

● The concordance varies accordingly when 
you press the “Update!” button
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CRViewer: Filtering

● Filtering by text id to show only chains 
from some texts

● Again, a regular expression

● Text id is:
– the file name
– or the #textid directive
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CRViewer: Filtering

● Filter by property values:
– regular expressions
– boxes are linked with an “and” operator

● Ex. to show mentions that are:
– name
– AND subject or object:
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CRViewer: Filtering

● These filters are applied whatever the 
display is:
– concordance
– table
– graph
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CRViewer: Statistics
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CRViewer: Statistics

● To get a table
– choose “stats”
– choose a unit:

● “corpus” for averages for the whole corpus
● “text” to get details by texts
● “chain” to get details by chains
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CRViewer: Statistics

● Results:
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CRViewer: Statistics

● To get a graph:
– choose “statsBar”
– choose “text”
– choose a value in the “Y Stat” field, for example 

“getChainCount” to get the graph for chain counts
– ignore “X Property”
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CRViewer: Frequencies
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CRViewer: Frequencies

● To get a table of frequencies:
– choose “frequencies”
– choose a unit, as before

● The result is a table with the frequencies 
for all the properties
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CRViewer: Frequencies

● To get a pie:
– choose “pie”
– choose a property in the “X Property” field
– ignore “Y Stat” and “Unit”
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CRViewer: Frequencies

● Result:
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CRViewer: Frequencies and Filter

● To show a distribution (pie) of function for 
personal pronouns only:
– set a filter:
– and apply as before:
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CRViewer: Frequencies and Filter

● For only Caesar:
– set the filter: 
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CRViewer: Statistics

● For Caesar, Cicero and Pliny:
– set the filter:
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CRViewer: How to get the output

● To get the output (table, graph):
– in the directory where the jar file is
– a new file is created each time “Update!” is pressed

● Format:
– table are exported in CSV (Comma/Tab Separated Values) files

example: output_frequencies.tsv
● you can import them in a spreadsheet like Excel / Calc

– graph are exported in PNG format (picture)

example: output_pie_partofspeech.png
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Exporting tables
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Why exporting tables

● conversion of all the annotated data to 
CSV (Comma Separated Values) files

● used in specific tools:
– spreadsheet like Excel or Calc (pivot table)
– specialized statistic software like R or Python’s 

Pandas
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Table format

● layout:
– in rows: each element (referring expressions, 

chains, texts…)
– in columns: annotations

● example for texts:
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Table format

● example for expressions (mentions):
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Table format

● example for chains:
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List of tables

● tokens
● sentences with annotations like the number of tokens, mentions, 

chains, etc.
● paragraphs with annotations like the number of tokens, mentions, 

chains, etc.
● texts with annotations like the number of tokens, mentions, chains, 

etc.
● chains with annotations like the number of mentions, etc.
● mentions with annotations like the name of the chain, the size of the 

chain, and all the features annotated with SACR, etc.
● relations with annotations like the distance between two mentions, 

etc. There are several types of relations:
– first: A-B, A-C, A-D...
– consecutive: A-B, B-C, C-D…
– all: both first and consecutive relations
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Example of columns

● Examples of columns in “mentions.csv”:
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Databases

● Each element of a table is identified by a 
unique key in the corpus, so the whole 
set of tables make a relational database

● You can use database operations to:
– extend annotations further
– link annotations and textual structures in the 

corpus (sentences, paragraphs, texts)
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Getting the tables

● Go to b-oberle.com/tools/coref/sacr2df/ 
and fill out the form will all the pre-
annotated files

● Or download the zip at
boberle.com/projects/sacr/
preannotated_tables.zip

● Unzip the file
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Opening a CSV file with Excel

● Depending on the version of Excel, you 
need to:
– open a new spreadsheet,
– select “From text/csv”
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Opening a CSV file with Excel

● …
– and follow the instructions
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Opening a CSV file with Excel

● Open the “chains” table in Excel
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Creating a Pivot Table

● Select the whole table
● Insert > Pivot Table
● A left-hand pane shows

up
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Anatomy of the Pivot Table form

● We want the average size of a chain (number of 
mention) for each text
– Drag and drop fields to the boxes
– Change the aggregate function to “average”
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The table

● The pivot table:

● You can create a graph:
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Adding a filter

● Add “name” (of the chain) as filter
● Select “Caesar” value: this take the chain 

name “Caesar” into account
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Adding a filter

● Now select the chains Caesar, Pompey 
and Crassus (the triumvirat) in the filters
– the number is the average size of the chains 

Caesar, Pompey and Crassus in the text “Caesar”
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Getting results on mentions

● Now we want to use the “mentions”
table to see the relations
between part of speech and
grammatical function
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Grammatical functions by text

● See the grammatical functions by text
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Adding a filter

● Functions by text, but with a filter to limit 
the results to only the first mentions of 
every sentence
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Adding a filter

● Select “false” to get mentions NOT in the 
first place of each sentence
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Other filters

● You can add other filters, for example:
– filtering referring expressions by the size of the 

chain: expressions in short/long chains
– filtering referring expressions by their length 

(token count): short/long expressions
– etc.
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With LibreOffice Calc

● You can do much the same with Calc
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With LibreOffice Calc
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Using an online tool
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Online version of CRViewer

● Go to 
b-oberle.com/tools/coref/manage_files/

● Upload the zip file with all the tables (or 
create a new one with the SACR files)

● Choose the graph parameters and click 
“draw”
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Distribution
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Distribution
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Scatter plot
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Pie Charts
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Thank you for your attention!
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